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Abstract. This paper describes a method for designing object-oriented databases 
and a tool to implement it. 
The method provides the designer a set of rules which allows the design of an 
object-oriented database from specifications taken out from the problem 
specification. It has two steps. In the first step, the designer formally describes 
the semantic of the problem to model through a set of functional and multivalued 
dependencies between elementary properties taken out from the specifications. 
Then, he simplifies this set of dependencies by reducing redundancy. He also 
expresses constraints which traduce integrity constraints of the problem to 
model. In the second step, the designer derives from the reduced dependencies, a 
set of classes, nested classes and methods. Then, he organizes these classes into 
an inheritance hierarchy. He finally deduces the corresponding object-oriented 
schema. 
The tool is an interface which automatizes the two steps of the method ; it assists 
the designer in defining object-oriented databases schemas. 

1 Introduction 

During the past several years, the object-oriented paradigm has been particularly developed 
in the field of programming languages [14,20]. Various experiences have shown that it 
improves programmers' productivity and modularity of programs. 

In the databases field, it is widely accepted that the relational model does not fit to describe 
and to handle data of new applications [19]. To compensate for these weakness, various 
models have been proposed. Some of them emphasize the behavioural aspects of objects 
they handle ; they are based on some concepts copied on the object-oriented programming 
and are said to be object-oriented. Systems which implement those models are called object- 
oriented DBMS. Among the most famous ones, we can quote GEMSTONE[13],  
ORION[4], O2123], ONTOS[2] .... But the proposed models and the corresponding systems 
do not provide a methodology for designing object-oriented databases schemas. 

In this paper, we describe a method for designing object-oriented databases. This method 
provides the designer a set of rules which allows the design of object-oriented schemas from 
specifications taken out from the problem specification. It takes its inspiration from the 
design algorithms of the relational model (decomposition [6,17] or synthesis [7]) which 
provide, from a set of functional dependencies, a relational schema where redundancy is 
reduced. It takes also inspiration from algorithms of decomposition in normal form for 
nested relations which compute, from a set of multivalued dependencies, schemas of nested 
relations where redundancy is reduced [24]. It is based on an object-oriented data model [1]. 
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We also describe the interface which implements the method. It is a tool which automatizes 
the two steps of the method ; it helps the designer in making object-oriented databases 
schemas. 

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 locates our studies in the field of design 
methodologies for object-oriented databases. Section 3 presents the main features of the 
object-oriented model used. An example is given in section 4. The design methodology is 
described in section 5. It is illustrated by the example and presented through the associated 
interface. Section 6 is the conclusion. 

2 The Design Methodologies for Object-Oriented Databases 

When speaking about design methodologies for object-oriented databases, it is useful to 
differentiate two approaches [18] : 

�9 the first one is traditional ; it consists in translating a classic conceptual schema (e.g. 
Entity-Relationship) into a logical schema described with an object-oriented model 
without calling into question the design methodology, 

�9 the other one is new ; the object-oriented concepts are used to directly result in the 
corresponding object-oriented schema. 

The studies devoted to the first approach provide procedures which describe how to translate 
the conceptual model into the logical model. The conceptual schema is described by a 
semantic data model having concepts of abstraction as powerful as those proposed by the 
classic object-oriented models. The logical schema is described by an object-oriented data 
model. The used methodology is the semantic model one. We can quote the studies of 
Bouzeghoub [8] which allow the translation of a conceptual schema MORSE into an 
object-oriented schema 02. We can also quote the works of Briand [9] allowing the 
translation of a conceptual Entity-Relationship schema into an object-oriented schema 02. 
Such an approach has an undeniable advantage ; it allows the migration of applications 
intended for relational DBMS to object-oriented DBMS. But, it does not suit well the 
object-oriented paradigm where static and dynamic aspects are regrouped [27]. 

In the studies devoted to the second approach, object-oriented concepts are introduced in the 
design methodology. It is the case of O* [11] or OOERM [16] methods. For example, O* 
is based on an object-oriented model which integrates the main features of the object- 
oriented paradigm [10] and the notions of dynamic we can find in some of the design 
methods for information systems (e.g. REMORA [26]). The database is described using 
static and dynamic objects. The design is organised in three stages : identification, 
structuration and refinement of objects ; those stages are successively applied to the static 
and dynamic objects. 

Our proposal falls into this category of methods. It allows the design of an object-oriented 
schema ; it is based on a model which integrates the main features of the object-oriented 
programming. It is different from other proposals for the following reasons : 

�9 the designer expresses a set of functional and multivalued dependencies which describe, 
at the same time, the static and dynamic properties of objects, 

�9 this set of dependencies is reduced to minimize redundancy in the database, 
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�9 the designer identifies nested classes which modelize complex objects. 

3 T h e  O b j e c t - O r i e n t e d  Mode l  

We only describe here the useful concepts for presenting the design method. 

3.1  Objects and Classes 

An object is a collection of structured components ; it is identified by a unique reference 
[19]. It has a state and a behaviour and is consulted through its interface. 
The structure of an object is described by a collection of attributes. Its state is a pair 
(identifier, value). The identifier is unique ; it is, at the conceptual level, an attribute of an 
object [27], and, at the phisical level, the object identity [22]. The value of the object 
corresponds to the values of its attributes. Constraints are sometimes expressed on the 
attributes of the object : they restrict the value associated to the attributes. 
The behaviour of an object is defined by a set of operations called methods. They 
manipulate and return the state of the object. 
The interface of an object is composed by the methods the object offers to the other objects. 
Those methods correspond to the attribute-methods, defined for each atlribute of the object 
(in order to respect the notion of encapsulation), and to the operatory-methods defined to 
manipulate the object. These ones are characterized by their signature i.e. their name, 
parameters and the result they provide. 

The objects described by the same structure, the same constraints and the same behaviour 
are grouped together into the same conceptual entity, the class. A class is designated by a 
name and has an intension and an extension. 
The intension describes the common properties (attribute- and operatory-methods, 
constraints) of its objects. Its interface is composed by the methods described in the object 
interfaces. The extension is the set of instances of the class. An instance corresponds to the 
state of an object at a given moment. 
The model provides atomic classes (Integer, Real, String, Picture and Text). It also provides 
the structural classes Set, List and Tuple which are used as constructors [19]. 

3.2  Inheritance and Inheritance Hierarchy 

Inheritance comes from the concept of generaliza~tion in semantic models [21]. The 
generalization allows a hierarchical organization of classes. It gathers the common 
properties of several classes (called subclasses) in a more general class (called superclass). 
Inheritance expresses a IS-A relationship between classes. It corresponds to the mechanism 
which allows the transmission of properties from a class to a subclass. The intension of a 
subclass is described by the set of properties owned and inherited. It is defined by adding 
new attribute- or operatory- methods or new constraints or by overriding one of the 
inherited properties. Its interface is described by the set of auxibute- and operatory-methods, 
owned and inherited. 

3.3  Domain 

Each attribute-method of a class is defined on a class called domain of the method. The 
value of a method is an object owned by its domain or by one of the subclasses of the 
domain. This value is the the value of the object itself if the domain is atomic, else it is 
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the class of the method and the definition class of the method. This association can be 
monovalued or multivalued (if the Set or List constructors are used). The class definition of 
the method can be : 

�9 a predefined class or a class defined in the object-oriented database, 
�9 a class defined using the Tuple constructor and other classes ; such a class is only 

owned by the class in which it is defined and cannot be shared by other classes. 

Example: Let be the classes Student and Diploma which describe students who prepare 
diplomas. 

c lass  Student c la s s  Diploma 
methods  name : string; methods  title_diploma : string; 

address : [ street : string, city : string ]; ... 
prepare : Diploma 

In this example, the domains of the attributes name and prepare are respectively defined on 
the classes String and Diploma, which correspond to a predefined class and a user-defined 
class of the object-oriented database. On the other hand, the domain of the attribute address 
is built with the Tuple constructor. It is a domain which is owned by the class Student, i.e. 
a specific class whose default name is #Address#, and which is nested in the class Student. 
Such a class is called a nested class. It allows the definition of complex objects ; it corres- 
ponds to the notion of complex value of O2 [23], or to the notion of nested relation [24], 
or to the notion of NF2 relation of [25]. 
We quote that such classes are invisibles whereas the other ones (e.g. Student) are visibles. 

4 THE EXAMPLE 

We present in this section the example which will be used in the following part of the 
paper. In this example, we are interested in the design of a database University. The 
informal description of the problem to model is the following : 

A student is described by a number, a name, afirst-name, an age, an address (street and city) 
and the diploma he prepares. Each diploma proposed by the university has a title, several 
units to obtain and a manager ; this last one is a teacher (professor) who intervenes at least 
in one of the units of the diploma. The teachers are characterized by a name, a first-name, 
an age, an address, and the historic of the grades (assistant, professor) and wages they 
obtain. The units are described by a title, an intervenor which is a teacher, and a list of 
books which constitutes the bibliography of the units. Those books are characterized by a 
title, a list of key words, and a list of authors who are teachers. Moreover, those books are 
composed of chapters which have a title and a set of sections for each chapter. 

5 The Design Method 

The design method proposed here enables the designer to transform a set of informal 
specifications into an object-oriented schema. It has two steps : a formal specification step 
and a design step. 

The formal specification step is based on the informal specifications. Indeed, the designer 
determinates a set of functional (FD) and multivalued (MD) dependencies between 
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elementary properties taken out from the specifications. This set is then reduced : 
redundancy is frayed. Finally, the designer reuses the informal specifications to express 
constraints and associate them to the related properties. 
In the design step, the designer applies a set of rules to the reduced set of dependencies to 
identify classes, nested classes and methods associated. Then, he organizes these classes in 
an inheritance hierarchy. He finally deduces the corresponding object-oriented schema. 

We present the design method through the associated interface ; this interface is a tool 
which implements the method. At the beginning, the designer indicates the name of the 
database performing the Connect method (Fig. 1). Then, he performs the Specify method 
for the formal specification step and the Design method for the design step. The user can 
start again the specification step if he does not agree with the object-oriented schema 
obtained. 

[D_OODB 
i:~iiiiiiiii! 

ASE.Connect 

[Base name ? : University 
[New base. Creation ? : Y 

Fig. 1. 

I Connect -., 
Disconnect 

I 
Specify 
Design 
Quit 

Connexion to the University database 

11,,- 

5.1  The specification step 

5 .1 .1  Expression of the FD and MD 

The designer traduces the semantic of the problem to model with these dependencies. The 
notions of FD and MD are well known in the database field [15]. Let U be a finite set of 
properties and X,Y and Z sub-sets of U. FD and MD are defined as follows : 

FD : There is a FD between X and Y, noted X --> Y, if for each value of X 
corresponds one value of Y at the most. 

MD : There is a MD between X and Y, noted X -->> Y, if for each value of X 
corresponds one or several values of Y, independent of the values of Z. 

FD are a particular case of MD ; indeed, if X --> Y then X -->> Y. 

The notation - indicates a dependency which can be either functional or multivalued. 
Dependency X - Y/Z correspond to the factorisation of the dependencies X - Y and X - Z. 
Moreover, the notation XYA represents the set XuYu{A},  where X and Y are set of 
properties and A is a property. 

The designer performs the Initial_dependencies method to key in dependencies he determined 
during analysis of informal specifications (Fig. 2). 

Every property has different names ; if properties which have the same name intervene in 
several dependencies (e.g. name, first name), then they are the same. 
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]"D_OODB - BASE : University 

i i : : i i I : : I : : ~ ~ B A S E .  Initialdependencies tit ie t 

s t u ~ h ~  name/street c i ly /a~e /  
er# ~> name / fir~__name / street c ty  / g _diploma" 

] ] teacher# -->> rifle_unit / rifle_grade 
[ [ teacher# titlegrade --> date / wage 
I [ titlediploma --> teacher# 
] I title_diploma -->> rifle_unit 
] ]title. unit --> teacher# 
[ ] title, unit -->> title book 
I [ title_book -->> key_words / teacher# / title_chapter 
II title book title chapter -->> section 

Fig. 2. Specification of initial dependencies 

Connect 1 
',t 

n l s  Specify ] Initial_depende c'e . 

Save 
Undo rer 
(~in~e 

5 . 1 . 2  Reduction of the FD and MD 

The designer determines the transitive closure and the minimal cover of the set of FD and 
MD to reduce redundancy. To do that, he uses a set of axioms proposed in literature [15]. 
This set is closed and complete for FD and MD [6] : 

[A1] Reflexivity 

[A2] Augmentation 
[A3] Transitivity 

[A4] Trivial 
[A5] Complementation : 

[A6] Augmentation 

[A7] Transitivity 

if Y C X then X --> Y, 

ifX --> Y and V ~ W then XW --> YV, 
if X --> Y and Y --> Z then X --> Z, 

ifY C X then X -->> Y (reflexivity) and X -->> Q~, 
if x -->> Y then x -->> u - xY, 

if x -->> Y and V ~ W then XW -->> YV, 

if X -->> Y and Y -->> Z with Y O Z = ~ then X -->> Z 

moreover, if Y ('5 Z:r Q) thenX -->> Z- Y, 

[A8] FD particular case of MD 

[A9] Projectability 

: if X --> Y then X -->> Y 

if X -->> Y and Z --> W with Y ~ Z = Q~ et W C y 
then X --> W. 

Let D be the set of FD and MD, D + the transitive closure of D and D- its minimal cover. 
D + is the set of FD and MD deduced from D using the previous axioms. D- is the set of 
FD and MD of minimum cardinality such as (D-) + = D +. To obtain D',  the designer 
performs the following algorithm : 
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D - = ~  
For each dependency d in D Do 

If  d is a redundant dependency i.e. such as D + = (D - d) + Then 

Let be dl ..... dn, n > 1 such as V i E [1,..,n], di E D 
dependencies which allow deducing d from D-d using axioms [A1]...[A9]. 
I f  the semantic of d is not the same as the semantic of dl...dn Then 

-- d is kept in D- 
D-=D-+{d} 

Endif 

-- d is kept in D" 
D-=D-+{d} 

End l f  
Endfor  

The designer associates a semantic meaning to the FD and MD ; so, several different 
relationships between classes can be modelized through dependencies. We can quote that 

algorithms to compute the set of d such as D + = (D - d) + where D is a set of dependencies 
have been proposed in the literature [15]. 

In the proposed example, the dependency d : title_diploma -->> t i t leuni t  is redundant. 
Indeed, 

�9 title_diploma--> teacher# ==>[A8] title_diploma -->> teacher# (1), 

�9 teacher# -->> title_unit (2) and 

�9 (1)+(2) ==>[A7] title_diploma -->> title_unit. 

Therefore D + = (D - d) +. But the semantic of d is "a diploma is described by several units 
to obtain". The one of dl : title_diploma --> teacher# is "the manager of a diploma is a 
teacher" and the one of d2 : teacher# -->> title_unit is "a teacher intervenes in several 
units". The semantic of d is now different from the one of dl and d2. Therefore, d is kept in 

D-. 

The minimal cover is automatically computed by the interface. The designer only notifies 
in an interactive way, for each redundant dependency d in D, if the semantic of d is the same 

as the semantic o f d l  ..... dn where dl ..... dn are such as d in{dl ..... dn} + (Fig. 3). 

Then, the designer can consult the result performing the Minimal_cover method (Fig. 4). 

5 . 1 . 3  Expression of constraints 

These constraints correspond to the integrity constraints described in the informal 
specifications of the problem to model. They are expressed between properties which appear 
in functional or multivalued dependencies. 
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~ - BASE : University 

[BASE- I n i ~ ~  

Compute of th......ee minimal cove.._.~r 

~ l e _ d i p l o m a  -->> title_unit is redundant : 
t [ I dl : rifle_diploma --> teacher# 
I [ [ d2: teacher#-->> title unit 
I I lDele t ion of d ?N - 

SpeCify C~ ] 
D i s c o n n ~  

dencies b 
] Save., C ~  nstraints 
~ l _ c o v e r  _ 

Fig. 3. Compute of the minimal cover 

ID_OODB - BASE : University 
. . . .  

BASE. Minimal_cover 

Connect 
Disconnect 
specify 

Initial_ ~endencies [ 
Constr~ ts 
Miniml _cover 

Close 
i!~i-~m 

student# --> name / first_name / street city / age / title_diploma 
teacher# --> name / first_name / street city / age 
teacher# -->> title_unit / title_grade 
teacher# tifle grade --> date / wage 
title_diploma --> teacher# 

i title_diploma -->> tifle_unit 
titleunit --> teacher# 

title_unit -->> title_book 
title_book -->> key_words / teacher# / title_chapter 
title_book rifle_chapter -->> section 

Fig. 4. Consultation of the minimal cover 

The designer distinguishes constraints on one property from those on several properties. 
The first one, called valorization constraints, concern the value of a property ; this value 
can be fixed or chosen among a finite set of values or yet can own particular characteristics. 
The second ones are of two kinds. We distinguish : 

�9 the comparison constraint# which express rules (equality, difference .... ) between the 
values of properties taken out from distinct dependencies. 

�9 the recinrocitv constraints which traduce the semantic of two properties ; the designer 
here indicates if a property is reciprocal to another one. The term reciprocal must be 
interpreted in the mathematical sense : a property is a function which returns a value. 

In the following, each property belongs to a class. The constraints related to each property 
are bound to the class they belong to ; they are applied to every object of the class. 
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The designer performs the Constraint method to key in the constraints he determinates 
during analysis of informal specifications (Fig. 5). 

ID_OODB - BASE : University 

BASE, Constraints 

ritle_grade in ('assistant','professor') 
ritle diploma --> teacher# = 

( teacher# -->> title_grade ) contains 'professor' 

Connect [ 
Disconnect[ Inirial_dependencies 
Specify I Constraints 

Save 
Undo 
Close 

and ( teacher# -->> t i t leunit  ) inter ( ritle_diploma -->> ritle_unit ) l= empty 
title_unit --> teacher# = Reciprocal ( teacher# -->> ritle unit ) 

Fig. 5. Specificaton of constraints 

5 . 2  The  des ign step 

The designer identifies classes, nested classes and methods associated from FD and MD of 
D- and organizes them in an inheritance hierarchy. To do that, he applies rules which lead 

him to formulate again D-. The result is a new set of FD and MD, called (D')' ; left- and 
right- hands of these dependencies are classes and/or methods. 

The designer performs the Conception method to completely realize this step. The result is 
the University object-oriented schema (Fig. 12). The designer can meanwhile consult (D')' 
after the determination of classes and associated methods (Fig. 7) ; he can also consult (D')' 
after the determination of nested classes and associated methods (Fig. 9) and after the 
organization of classes in an inheritance hierarchy (Fig. 11). 

5 . 2 . 1  D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of  c lasses  and assoc iated  m e t h o d s  

Rule 1 : Determination of classes 
Each property A which appears alone in left-hand of a FD or MD, d : A - X, identifies a 
class : it corresponds to the identifier of the conceptual level. The designer states the name 

of that class : Ca. (D-)' is computed in the following way : 

(D-)' = D- 
For each dependency d : A - X1/.../Xn, d in (D-)' Do 

Replace d with dl : Ca --> A et d2 : Ca - X1 L../Xn 
For each dependency d' : XAY - Z1/.../Zn such as X or Y are not empty Do 

Replace d' with d3 : XCaY - Z1/.../Zn 
Ena fo r  
For each dependency d" : X - Y1/.../Yn / YAZ / Z1/.../Zn Do 

Replace d" with d4 : X - Y1/.../Yn / YCaZ / Z1/.../Zn 
Endfor  

Endfor  

The identified classes are the visible classes of the object-oriented schema. 
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Rule 2 : Determination of  methods 
Each property which is not a class is a method. Moreover, each dependency between any 
left-hand and a class expresses the existence of  a relationship between sets of  properties. 
This relationship is expressed by a method whose name is specified by the designer : ma. 

(D-)' is computed in the following way : 

For each dependency d : X - Y, d in (D-)' where Y is a class do 
Replace d with dl : X - Y (ma) 

Endfo r  
where ma is the name of the method expressing the relationship between X and Y 

The designer intervenes in an interactive way during the design step to state the name of  
identified classes and methods (Fig. 6). 

ID_OODB - BASE" University Connect 
Disconnect 

BASE.  Design m 
- -  Specify 

i:~::-ram Design ~ q l  
Quit Determination of  classes and methods ... 

dependency : student# ... class ? : Student 
dependency : teacher# ... class ? : Teacher 
dependency : t i t lediploma ... class ? : Diploma 
dependency : title_unit ... class ? : Unit 
dependency 
dependency 
dependency 
dependency 
dependency 
dependency 
dependency 
dependency 

: title_book ... class ? : Book 
Student --> Diploma ... method ? : prepare 
Teacher -->> Unit ... method ? : intervene_in 
Diploma --> Teacher ... method ? : manager 
Diploma -->> Unit ... method ? : unities 
Unit --> Teacher ... method ? : intervenor 
Unit -->> Book ... method ? : bibliography 
Book -->> Teacher ... method ? : authors 

Fig. 6. Determination of  classes and methods 

The new set of dependencies (D-)' obtained is described in Fig. 7. 

5 . 2 . 2  Determinat ion  of  nested classes and associated methods  

The designer tries now to identify nested classes and associated methods : those classes 
correspond to the invisible classes of  the object-oriented schema. This identification is 
realised in two stages ; the designer applies a set of  rules during those stages. 

Stage 1 : The designer considers dependencies X Y - Z where X, Y and Z are sets of  
classes and/or methods. He applies the rule 3 to them. 
We can note that such dependencies indicate that classes and/or methods X and Y 
determines, in a functional or multivalued way, a set of  classes and/or methods Z. 
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ID_OODB - BASE : University 
I 

B A S E .  Design 

B A S E .  (D-)'_classes 

I   ~ I 
I <O  _c asso  - 4 - .  I 

Close 

Student --> student# / name / firsLname / street city / age / tifle_diploma (prepare) 
Teacher --> teacher# / name / firsLname / street city / age 
Teacher -->> Unit (intervene_in) / title grade 
Teacher rifle_grade --> date / wage 
Diploma --> rifle_diploma / Teacher (manager) 
Diploma -->> Unit (unities) 
Unit --> titleunit / Teacher (intervenor) 
Unit -->> Book (bibliography) 
Book --> title_book 
Book -->> key_words / Teacher (authors) / rifle_chapter 
Book title_chapter -->> section 

Fi 2. 7. (D-)' after identification of classes and methods 

Rule 3: Dependencies X Y - Z 

Rule  3.1 
The designer begins arranging these dependencies in decreasing order. The order of  a 
dependency is the number o f  properties (class or methods) which appear left-hand. The 
designer then performs the following algorithm : 

For each dependency, arranged in decreasing order Do 

Research in D + X -->> Y or Y -->> X 
If none of these dependencies belongs to D + Then 

Create a new class Cxy 
(D-)'=(D-)'+ { Cxy-->XY, Cxy-Z } - { T-  U X Y V  } + { T - U C x y V  } 

where T, U and V are sets of classes and/or methods 
Give a name to the methods which express the relationship between Cxy and X 
or Y if X or Y are classes 

E l s e  
I f  one of these dependencies belongs to D + Then 

Perform rule 3.2 with this dependency and X Y - Z 
Else 

Choose one of the two dependencies 
Perform rule 3.2 with this dependency and X Y - Z 

Enair 
E n d f o r  

Rule  3.2 
Let X be a class and Y, Z two sets of  classes and/or methods. If  dependencies X -->> Y and 
X Y - Z exist, then Y Z is a nested class. Then, the designer indicates the name o f  the 

method associated to Y Z. (D-)' is computed in the following way : 
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For each dependency d : X -->> Y and d' : X Y - Z Do 
If  d is 1-order Then 

Replace d and d' with d" : X -->> Y, -Z (ma) 
Else  

Replace d' with d" : X Y - Z (ma) 
End i f  

Endfor  
where ma is the name of the method associated to the nested class Y Z 

The new nested class is noted Y, -Z. The dependency between X and the nested class is 
always multivalued. Y is always monovalued whereas Z can be monovalued (noted -> ; d' is 
a FD) or multivalued (noted ->> ; d' is a MD). 

Stage 2 : The designer considers now dependencies d : X - Y Z where X, Y and Z are sets 
of classes and/or methods. He applies the rule 4 to them. 

R u l e  4 : D e p e n d e n c i e s  X - Y Z 
Dependencies X - Y Z indicate the being of a nested class Y Z in X. The designer indicates 
the name of the method associated to Y Z. (D-)' is computed in the following way : 

FQr each dependency d : X - Y Z Do 
Replace d with d' : X - Y Z (ma) 

End for 
where ma is the name of the method associated to the nested class Y Z 

The designer intervenes in an interactive way during the design step to state the name of the 
identified methods (Fig. 8). 

ID_OODB - BASE : University 

~iii~:ii~iliH BASE. Design 

Determination of nested classes and methods ... 

I title_grade date wage nested class in Teacher 
method ? : grade 
title_chapter section nested class in Book 
method ? : chapter 
street city nested class in Student 
method ? : address 
street city nested class in Teacher 
method ? : address 

I Connect 
_ Disconnect 

Specify 
Design 
Quit 

Fig. 8. Determination of nested classes and methods 

The new set of dependencies (D-)' obtained is described in Fig. 9. 
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ID OODB - BASE : University Conneg[ 

B A S E .  Design (D-)'_classes 
+ i i : . ~  (D-)'_nested_classes,_ , . . .  . .  

B A S E .  (D-)'_nested_classes 
!:i::ii! 

?,t 

Close 

Student -+> student# / name / first_name / street city (address) / age / title_diploma (prepare) 
Teacher --> teacher# / name / f'trst_name / street city (address) / age 
Teacher -->> Unit (intervene_in) / title_grade, -> date / wage (grade) 
Diploma --> title_diploma / Teacher (manager) 
Diploma -->> Unit (unities) 
Unit --> title_unit / Teacher (intervenor) 
Unit -->> Book (bibliography) 
Book --> ti t lebook 
Book -->> key_words / Teacher (authors) / title_chapter, ->> section (chapter) 

Fig. 9. (D-)' after identification of  nested classes and methods 

5 . 2 . 3  Organiza t ion  of  c lasses  in an inher i tance  h ierarchy  

The designer now tries to organize classes in an inheritance hierarchy. To do this, he 

successively applies rules 5.1 and 5.2 which lead him to formulate again (D-)' introducing 
inheritance dependencies (ID) between classes. ID are defined as follows : 

ID : There is an ID between X and Y, noted X --=> Y, if X is a sub-class of  Y. 

Rule 5 : Inheritance hierarchy between classes 

Rule  5.1 
Let be two classes X and Y and U,V,W three sets of  classes and/or methods such as : 
X --> A / U and X - V or X - ->> A / U and X - V 
Y - - >  B / U a n d Y -  W Y - - > >  B / U a n d Y - W  

with A and B which are methods issued from left-hand dependencies of  (D') '  (applying rule 

1 & 2) such as A +~ B, and with U +~: ~ ,  U c'~ V = ~ ,  U n W = ~ ,  V n W = ~ .  

The designer applies the following algorithms : 

Algo 1 : 
If  V = O et W ++ O Then 

Y is a sub-class of X and B a redefinition of A 
(D-)' = (D-)' - {Y- B/U, Y-  W} + {Y ----> X, Y-  B, Y-  W} 

E l se  I f  V+~ O e tW = ~  Then 
X is a sub-class of Y and A a redefinition of B 
(D-)' = (D-)'- {X- A]U,X-V} + {X = = > Y , X - A , X -  V} 

lmls~ 
apply algo 2 

Endif  
mndi f  
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Algo 2 : 
I f V r  Oe tW r  Then 

Create Z super-class of X and Y ; Z gathers the common properties of X and Y 
(D-)' = (D-)'- {X-A/U, X- V, Y- B/U, Y- W} + {X ==> Z, Y==> Z,Z- U,X-A, 

X-V,Y-B,Y-W} 
Else {V = O et W = 0} 

Create Z super-class of X and Y ; Z gathers the common properties of X and Y 
(D')' = (D-)'- {X-A/U, Y-BAJ} + {X==>Z,Y~--->Z,Z-U,X-A,Y-B} 

EnaJr  

R u l e  5 . 2  
Let be two classes X and Y and U,V,W three sets of classes and/or methods such as : 
X --> A / U and X - V or X -->> A / U and X - V 
Y- ->  B / U a n d Y - W  Y-->> B / U  and Y-  W 

I 

with A and B which are methods issued from left-hand dependencies of (D-) (applying rule 
1 & 2) such as A ~:B, and with U ~ 0 ,  U c~ V = 0 ,  U n W =  0 ,  V c~ W = 0 .  

The designer must distinguish, for coherence reasons, U associated to X from U associated 
to Y changing the name of any of U. 

The designer intervenes in an interactive way during the design step to state the name of the 
identified super-classes (Fig. 10). 

i I D ~ D B  - BASE : University 

I I 
BASE. Design 

Organization of classes in an inheritance hierarchy ... 

Creation of a super-class of Student and Teacher 
Class ? : Person 
Student sub-class of Person 
Teacher sub-class of Person 

Fig. 10. Organisation of classes in an inheritance hierarchy 

I Connect 
Disconnect 
Specify 
Design 
Quit 

(D-)' is, after this stage, described in Fig. 11. 

We can note that (D-)' is always a minimal cover. Indeed, when the designer adds an ID 
dependency, he simplifies existing dependencies concerned with inheritance gathering some 
of their methods into a more hierarchical class level. Moreover, when he adds the 
dependency Z - U, Z is a new class which does not belong to ((D-)' - {Z - U}) +. 
We can also note that each method is now associated to only one class. For example, name 
is only a method of Person. 
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I 
ID_OODB - BASE : University I Connecl 

, [ Disconn 

BASE. Design [ Specify 
I Design 

BASE.  (D-)'_inheritance_hierarchy 

I 
(D-)'_classes 
(D-)'_nested_classes 
(D-)' inherilance hier0rch' 

Close 

Person --> name / first_name / street city (address) / age 
Student ==> Person 
Student --> student# / Diploma (prepare) 
Teacher ==> Person 
Teacher --> teacher# 
Teacher -->> Unit (intervene_in) / titlegrade, -> date / wage (grade) 
Diploma --> title_diploma / Teacher (manager) 
Diploma -->> Unit (unities) 
Unit --> titre_uv / Teacher (intervenor) 
Unit -->> Book (bibliography) 
Book --> title_book 
Book -->> key_words / Teacher (authors) / title_chapter, ->> section (chapter) 

J- 

Fig. 11. (D-) after organisation of classes in an inheritance hierarchy 

5 . 2 . 4  Determination of the object-oriented schema 

The object-oriented schema is deduced from (D')'. It corresponds to a description of (D-)' in 
words of classes, methods and inheritance. It also describes the various constraints recorded 
during the specification step. The object-oriented schema is presented in Fig 12. 

The designer indicates which the attribute-methods are and which the operatory-methods are. 
Attribute-methods can be defined on predefined classes or on classes defined in the database. 
Structural classes Set or List can be used ; then, the attribute-method is multivalued and it 
expresses a MD of (D-)'. Else, the attribute-method is monovalued ; it expresses a FD of 
(D-)'. In the example, methods title_diploma and responsible are monovalued whereas 
method unities is multivalued. 
Atlribute-methods can also be defined using the Tuple constructor and other classes. Then, 
domains of those attribute-methods are nested classes of the database. In the example, 
attribute-methods address, grade and chapter correspond to nested classes of the database. 
Operatory-methods are characterised by their signature and by a set of conditions which 
must be true before and after the execution of the method. Their body are specified by the 
programmer when he implements them. 

Valorization and comparison constraints are explicitly defined in classes as assertions 
associated to methods. Reciprocity constraints are described by attribute-methods. 
Meanwhile, those attribute-methods are not both stored ; the first one is stored, the other 
one is computed by a query from the first one. The designer stores the one whom 
cardinality is minimum. The idea to compute attribute-methods is also found in 
POSTGRES [28] ; it avoids useless redundancy in the database and inconsistency in 
relationships of the database. 
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In the example,  the attribute-method intervenor corresponds to a query computed from the 
attr ibute-method intervene in. The attribute-method intervenor is computed because it 
represents a multivalued r e l~onsh ip  whereas the attribute method intervene_in represents a 
monovalued relationship. The query associated to intervenor is expressed in a query 
language described in [1]. An operatory-method, current, is used ; it is defined for each class 
of  the database and returns the identity of the considered object. 

ID_OODB - BASE : University 

Person 
)dname : string 

first_name : string 
address : [ street : string 

city : string ] 
age 

ensure : age > 0 

Student 
it Person 
~d student# : integer 

prepare : Diploma 

Teacher 
it Person 
~d teacher# : integer 

grade : 
{[ title_grade : string 

date : string 
wage (tit]e_grade) : integer 

require : rifle_grade != nil 
ensure : wage > 0 ] } 

intervene_in : 
Select u From u in Unit 
Where u.intervenor == current 

:raints 
:le in ('assistant','professor') 

Class Diploma 
Method title_diploma : string 

manager : Teacher 
unities : { Unit } 

Constraints 
manager.title_grade contains 'professor' 

(manager.intervene_in.title_unit) inter 
(unities.rifle_unit) != nil 

Class Unit 
Method titleunit : string 

intervenor : Teacher 
bibliography : { Book } 

Class Book 
Method title_book : string 

key_words : < string > 
authors : { Teacher } 
chapter : {[ tifle_chapter : string 

section : <texte> ] } 

Fig. 12~ Object-Oriented schema for the University database 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have proposed a design methodology for object-oriented databases and presented it 
through the interface which implements it. 

The designer formally specifies the problem to model by a set of  functional and multivalued 
dependencies between elementary properties. Our method helps him to progressively go 
from these formal specifications to the corresponding object-oriented schema. We can note 
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that the determination of functional and multivalued dependencies requires some expert 
appeasements in the database field and a complete knowledge of the problem to model ; this 
sight is not considered in this paper. 

Our method takes up a new approach which can be found in some studies of literature 
[11,16]. It is based on an object-oriented model. It takes its inspiration from the design 
methodology of relational databases [6,17] and from the algorithms of decomposition in 
normal form for nested relations [24]. 

Our method is composed of two steps. In the first step, the designer expresses functional 
and multivalued dependencies to describe formally the problem to model. This set D of FD 
and MD is then reduced by computing a minimal cover D'. Finally, the designer expresses 
constraints which are associated to properties appearing in those dependencies. In the second 
step, D- is derived into a set (D')' of dependencies between classes, nested classes and 
methods. Classes are then organized in an inheritance hierarchy and the object-oriented 
schema is deduced. 
The interface automatizes the two steps of the method. It is a tool which helps the user to 
design object-oriented databases schemas ; it implements the method. 

The interface is being developed at the Toulouse Research Institute of Informatics 
(I.R.I.T.). It is implemented with the object-oriented DBMS 02  [23]. A class, named 
Design, gathers all the methods allowing the design of an object-oriented database. Those 
methods are known outside the class and are performed by the interface. 
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